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How long will the batteries last ? How long will the batteries last when using this air conditioner if plugged in
the wall? A: Note that the manufacturer (Norwich) say that these are portable computers and not desktop air

conditioning units, so a DC will not regulate the temperature of the room in which they're used. I think you are
better off talking to the manufacturer or retailer that sold it to you to check if this is true. If it is, then the

equipment itself will be more than capable of keeping a room at an acceptable temperature. LOG_WARNING =
NO # Set the name of the message in which to log errors: # LOG_NAME = ERROR # Set the character encoding

so that library files # and documentation are written in UTF-8 rather than Latin1. ENCODING= # If the
SEARCH_PATTERN is not set, optionally configure a pattern to be # matched against the unmodified contents of
source files. Note that if # EXAMPLE_PATTERN is set, then this pattern will be used as the set of # matched files
instead of EXAMPLE_PATTERN. SEARCH_PATTERN = # The EXAMPLE_PATTERN tag can be used to specify one

or more wildcard # patterns (like *.cpp and *.h) to filter out of source files. If left # blank, the patterns specified
with FILE_PATTERNS will be used. EXAMPLE_PATTERN = # The EXAMPLE_RECURSIVE tag can be used to specify
whether or not child # directories should be searched for input files as well. This can be useful # if you want to

use the same rule for all children in a high level # directory. EXAMPLE_RECURSIVE = NO # The
EXAMPLE_FOLDER_TAGS tag can be used to specify one or more tags that # will be added to each document's
"Folder" sidebar. Possible tags are # "Properties", "Links", "Source Files" and "Words". Each tag can be the #

name of a property file to set. EXAMPLE_FOLDER_TAGS = # Set the OPTIMIZE_OUTPUT_FOR_C tag to YES if your
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